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and (5,5) carbon nanotube with bioinspired
functionalization
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Abstract

All electron density functional theory (DFT) calculations have been carried out for calcium-doped porphyrin-incorporated
(5, 5) carbon nanotube (Ca-PICNT) to investigate the formation energies, electronic properties of this system, and
its application in hydrogen storage. It is found that the incorporation of porphyrin ring in carbon nanotube led to
a decreased value of the highest occupied molecular orbital and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital gap and a
strong binding of Ca over nanotube and consequently resulted to a drastic reduction of clustering of Ca atom
over Ca-decorated carbon nanotube. The Ca-PICNT can bind a maximum of 4H2 with binding energy value of
0.105 eV per H2 molecule. Charge decomposition analysis indicated that the mode of hydrogen storage is via
coulomb-electrostatic force, which is further supported by the natural bond orbital and partial density-of-states studies.
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Background
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have become very interesting
systems due to their unique structure and electronic
properties as well as their diverse applications. Their large
surface area is very valuable for sensing gas molecules
such as poisonous gas and H2 molecules by means of
adsorption. Several groups have identified that metal dec-
orated over CNT can absorb hydrogen non-dissociatively
which is the requirement for operation of practical storage
media at ambient thermodynamic conditions [1-5]. How-
ever, the hydrogen storage capability of metal-dispersed
systems is limited due to cohesive interaction of metallic
atoms. It has also been reported that the clustering of
transition metal atoms can be overcome to a great extent
by incorporating doping of boron or nitrogen in the
systems such as fullerene, nanotubes, and graphene
[6-8]. A range of biological organic molecules such as
hemoglobin and chlorophyll in which metals linked
with organic molecule are often used for catalysis or
carrying gas molecules [9,10]. It is the strong conjugation
between metal ion and surrounding nitrogen atoms that
prevent the clustering of metal atom. The dangling bonds
of nitrogen acquire stabilization by receiving two s electrons
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from metal which also result in formation of metal ion.
Experimentally, carbon vacancies can be created using
high-resolution TEM [11] and proton irradiation tech-
nique [12,13] among which formation of divacancy has
been reported preferable over monovacancy [14]. The
dangling-bonded carbon atoms near the divacancies
are replaced by two N2 molecules from nitrogen gas in the
presence of catalyst such as CoMo alloy or iron oxides.
Using GGA exchange correlation functional natural
Fe-porphyrin is found to adsorb hydrogen molecules
with binding energy of 0.3 eV per H2 [15]. Synthetic route
of incorporating the natural stable porphyrin unit into
vacancy-engineered defective graphenes is proposed by
Choi et al. [6], and on rigorous evaluation, they found
that the binding of H on porphyrin-induced graphene
(Fe-PIG) is via Kubas interaction between H and Fe. Very
recently, Lee and coworkers [16] synthesized Fe-porphyrin-
like carbon nanotube from conventional plasma-enhanced
chemical vapor deposition and anticipated it as prominent
candidate for hydrogen storage. In continuation of earlier
investigation [8], we have explored our study to formation
of Ca-porphyrin-induced carbon nanotubes by using DFT.
Adsorption of hydrogen molecules over these functional-
ized nanotubes is also reported.
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Model system and computational method
(5,5) CNT terminated with hydrogen atoms (C50H20),
shown in Figure 1a, was taken as starting model system. A
vacancy was created in CNT by removing two adjacent
carbon atoms from its sidewall. It was followed by the
substitution of four nearest neighboring carbon atoms
by N atoms as shown in Figure 1b. Spin-restricted DFT
calculations were carried out using generalized-gradient
exchange-correlation PBEPBE as implemented in Gaussian
03 quantum chemical package [17]. Basissets selected for
optimization were Gaussian-type orbitals 6–31 g(d,p) for
C, N, and H, where as Ca was specified with 6-311++g(d,p)
basis set. These specifications cut out the undesirable
calculation and focus on the main fragments participating
in hydrogen storage. All the structural parameters were
fully optimized without any symmetry constraints. For
Ca-incorporated porphyrin nanotube in order to con-
firm that the optimized geometries correspond to a real
minimum at the potential energy surface vibrational
frequency calculations were performed at the same level
of theory. Subsequently, storage of hydrogen on the real
minimum optimized structure was then analysed. For
partial density-of-states (PDOS) analysis, single point
energy calculations performed and implemented as input
to AOMIX program [18].

Result and discussion
Incorporation of porphyrin ring in (5,5) CNT
Formation of highly N-doped carbon (CN4) nanotube has
been carried out from its predecessor (5, 5). The optimized
structure of the model is shown in Figure 1b in which C-N
and some C-C bond lengths around the defective site of
four nitrogen divacancy CNT (4ND-CNT) structure are
also shown. The formation energy for 4ND-CNT structure
Figure 1 Optimized structure of (a) (5,5) CNT and (b) 4NDV-CNT defec
and nitrogen atoms while terminated Hatoms are represented by cyan bal
is defined as Ef = Etot−(ENT + nNμN-6μC), where Etot is
total energy of CN4 nanotube and μ is chemical potential,
μC and μN being calculated from C in the corresponding
pure CNTs and nitrogen in gas phase respectively, nN is
number of N atoms, and 6 is the assignednumber of C
atoms which are removed from pristine nanotube. The
calculated formation energy of CN4 in the (5, 5) CNT is
estimated to be 3.1 eV. Thus, nitrogen substitution reaction
is thermodynamically favored with exothermic energy. It
can be understood in terms of one extra valance electron
of the substitutional N that stabilizes the unpaired electron
of under-coordinated C atoms. The calculated highest oc-
cupied molecular orbital and lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital (HOMO-LUMO) gap is reduced to 0.32 eV,
which is markedly smaller as compared to pristine (5, 5)
CNT having HOMO-LUMO gap of 1.52 eV. It can be
understood in terms of the extra electrons provided by
dangling nitrogen atom to the system which results in
lower the HOMO-LUMO gap. It is pointed out here
that the model system is very small. Because of the
finite length of nanotube, the HOMO-LUMO gap is
larger, and this gap reduces as the length of tube in-
creases and the one with the smallest HOMO-LUMO
gap may best represent the metallic character of this
nanotube [19-21]. Mulliken charge analysis shows
charge of order−0.346e on each of the four nitrogen
atoms of 4NDV-CNT as a result this site of nanotube is
very reactive and it can act as strong oxidizing agent
for divalent metal atoms which is typically observed in
organic molecules [9,10].

Ca-decoratedporphyrin-induced CNT
On dispersing single Ca atom on divacancies nanotube,
we found that Ca atom sits on the hollow site of the
t with bond distances (in Å). Red and blue balls represent carbon
ls.



Table 1 Mulliken and NBO charges on some selected
atoms of Ca-PICNT

Atoms Charges (in electronic unit)

NBO Mulliken

Ca 1.647 1.163

N45 −0.661 −0.633

N46 −0.661 −0.633

N47 −0.661 −0.633

N48 −0.661 −0.633
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4ND structure leading to formation of Ca-porphyrin-like
structure. As the frequency calculation revealed zero value
for imaginary frequency, the calculation assured this
geometry holds local minima at potential energy surface.
The adsorbed Ca atom on this structure is buckled out of
plane due to its relative large size; the calculated adsorption
energy of Ca over the CN4 nanotube is found to be−5.23
eV, which is much larger as compared to decoration of Ca
atom over pristine CNT [22]. It thus prevents clustering of
Ca atoms over Ca-decorated pristine carbon nanotube.
Figure 2 shows the optimized structure of Ca-decorated
porphyrin-induced CNT (Ca-PICNT) showing Ca-N bond
lengths. After the Ca incorporation over central part of
4NDV, the HOMO-LUMO gap of system is now of the
order of 1.41 eV. The strong binding of Ca atom with the
nitrogen atoms of CN4 nanotube is further studied in
terms of Mulliken and natural bond orbital (NBO) charge
analysis. It has been mentioned above that in CN4 nano-
tube with 4ND structures; metal atoms are coordinated to
four nitrogen atoms, which therefore reduce the Lewis acid
character of metal atoms. The charges on N45, N46, N47,

and N48 predicted by both techniques are negative while
the metal charge on Ca atom is positive. We have tabulated
the calculated charges obtained by both Mulliken and
NBO method for Ca-PICNT in Table 1. The natural
charges and Mulliken charges listed in Table 1 show that
Ca-N bonds are highly polarized and are responsible for
large shift of charge from metal to its neighbors. Without
any ambiguity, the difference of charges on central metal
Figure 2 Optimized structure of calcium-incorporated
porphyrin-induced CNT (Ca-PICNT) showing the Ca-N distances.
atom and attached nitrogen atoms indicate that Ca-N
bond are relatively ionic in nature. We further focus on
the stabilization energy E(2) calculated from second order
perturbation theory analysis of the Fock-matrix. Table 2
enumerates electron donor orbital i, electron acceptor
orbital j, and stabilization energy E(2) between their
interaction. It is well known that larger is the E(2), the
stronger is the interaction between them and the greater
the tendency that i provide electron to j, means more
charge transferred [20]. It can be seen from Table 2
that the estimated value of E(2) between filled (donors)
Lewis-type NBOs (LP(1)N(45), LP(1)N(46), LP(1)N
(47), and LP(1)N(48)) and empty(acceptor) non-Lewis
NBOs (LP(1)Ca(69)) are very large showing that elec-
tron density is significantly delocalized from nitrogen
atoms to the metal atoms. In addition, the natural
charges and Mulliken charges listed in Table 1 show
that Ca-N bonds are highly polarized and are respon-
sible for large shift of charge from metal to its neigh-
bors. Also shown in the Table 2 is the donor-acceptor
back-bonding interactions considering the nitrogen and
its nearest neighboring carbon atoms from Ca-PICNT
tagged with super-script ∑ as the first fragment (donor)
and metal atom as the second fragment (acceptor) and
viceversa. It is found that there is small back-bonding
interaction for Ca which account for the fact that it has
large charge distribution and smaller covalent contri-
bution, this also supports the high adsorption energy
of Ca.
Table 2 A part of calculated second order perturbation
stabilization energy E(2)for donor-acceptor natural orbital
interaction for Ca-PICNT

Donor NBO(i) Acceptor NBO(j) E(2)(kcal/mol)

LP(1)N(45) LP(1)Ca(69) 13.84

LP(1)N(46) LP(1)Ca(69) 13.84

LP(1)N(47) LP(1)Ca(69) 11.81

LP(1)N(48) LP(1)Ca(69) 11.81

Porphyrinring∑ Ca 137.83

Ca Porphyrinring∑ 3.01

LP(1) is the first lone pair bonding NBOs.



Figure 3 Optimized structures Ca-incorporated (5,5 ) 4NDV-CNT
with one hydrogen molecule adsorbed.
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Hydrogen adsorption on Ca-decoratedporphyrin-induced
carbon nanotube
Adsorption of single hydrogen molecule
We further explore the hydrogen storage capacity of
Ca-PICNT. The binding energy of single H2 molecule
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Figure 4 PDOS analysis of (a) 3d and 4 s orbital of Ca from Ca-PICNT
on Ca-PICNT.
with Ca-PICNT is estimated to be 0.17 eV, indicating
that the mode of interaction is strong physisorption.
Figure 3 shows the bonddistance of adsorbed H2 with
Ca atom over Ca-PICNT. In the case of 1H2-adsorbed
Ca-PICNT, according to NBO analysis, the Ca center
has 1.581e positive charge, slightly less than that of Ca
in the bare Ca-PICNT (1.647e). The two H atoms of the
adsorbed H2 carry natural atomic (NA) charges of 0.026e
and−0.016e, respectively, indicating negligible charge
transfer interaction between H2 molecule and Ca-PICNT.
However, it can be considered as polarization of H2 mol-
ecule in the presence of electric field developed by cationic
Ca atom of functionalized nanotube. The electronic
configuration of the Ca center after hydrogen adsorp-
tion is [Argon]4 s0.163d0.124p0.16, thus almost resemble
[Argon]4 s0.143d0.104p0.12 before the adsorption of H2.
The NBO analysis also suggested that interaction of H2

over Ca-PICNT is almost free of charge transfer inter-
action. The calculated partial density-of-states considering
Ca 3d,4 s, and H2σ as individual fragment are shown in
Figure 4, from which it is evident that there is feeble
change in electronic population of 4 s orbital, which is a
result of very small electronic charge transferred by H2.
There is almost negligible role of valence 3d orbital of Ca
as the DOS remains unaffected in the presence of H2

molecules. The present study suggests that the interaction
of Ca-PICNT with H2 is only via strong electrostatic
charge interaction, and there is no Kubas-type interaction
in contrast to the Kubas-type interaction observed in
Ca-decorated CNT [19]. CDA calculation, which also give
qualitative feature of energy decomposition analysis, carried
over the H2 adsorbed Ca-PICNT by taking Ca-PICNT as
the first fragment and H2 as the second, predicted that it
is the manifestation of inter-frontier orbitals within the
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Figure 5 Optimized geometries for the H2-adsorbed Ca-PICNT. From left to right, the optimized structures are shown on subsequent
addition of H2 molecule.

Table 3 The main bond distances in H2-adsorbed
Ca-PICNT

Bond length Ca-H2 H-H

Structure

1H2-adsorbed Ca-PICNT 2.60 .763

2H2-adsorbed Ca-PICNT 2.65, 2.66 .761 .761

3H2-adsorbed Ca-PICNT 2.66, 2.69, 2.85 .760 .759 .756

4H2-adsorbed Ca-PICNT 2.70, 2.70, 2.91, 2.91 .758 .758 .756 .756
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fragments in presence of each other which induce self-
polarization. However, donation and back donation be-
tween occupied fragment orbitals of one and unoccupied
fragment orbitals of other have no significant value, hence
refer this system to adsorb hydrogen molecules by electro-
static interaction.

Adsorption of multiple hydrogen molecules
Subsequent addition of the second H2 molecule to one
H2-adsorbed Ca-PICNT resulted in a binding energy per
H2 molecule of−0.145 eV on optimization. NBO analysis
performed over the system predicted small change of
electronic configuration of central Ca atom. Natural
charge on Ca atom is found to be 1.522e, where as the
Hatoms of each H2 molecule exhibit NBO charges of
the order−0.009e and 0.025e, respectively, with only
0.015e charge transferred to system. However, the decrease
of positive electronic charge over Ca atom is result of
electronic charge transferred from Natoms to central Ca
atom which can be explained as manifestation of electronic
configuration over the Ca-N parts of porphyrin ring in
the presence of H2 molecule. In order to examine the
maximum number of H2 molecule adsorbed over Ca-
PICNT, we subsequently added more H2 on the system
and found that this system can bind maximum of four
H2 with binding energy value−0.105 eV/H2 molecule.
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On further evaluating the Gibbs free energy correction
for the binding energy formulation of this maximum
adsorbed hydrogen molecules system, the resulting forma-
tion energy comes out−0.097 eV/H2. The optimized struc-
tures obtained after the optimizations of the multiple H2

adsorbed are shown in Figure 5. The bond lengths of
adsorbed H2 molecules as well as their distances from
central metal atom (Ca) of porphyrin rings are presented
in Table 3. It is observed that on increasing H2 molecules,
the distances of H2 molecules with surface of nanotube
tend to increase which corresponds to decrease in binding
energy per H2 molecule. These calculations suggest that
the hydrogen storage is possible over Ca-PICNT but at
the cost of low temperature [23].

Conclusions
Present investigations show that dispersing Ca over
porphyrin-induced carbon nanotube led to their strong
binding over nanotube, which prevents clustering of Ca
atoms over the surface of the nanotube. DFT calculations
predicted the binding energy value for hydrogen storage
in this system is suitable at low-temperature condition. The
Ca-PICNT can absorb maximum of four H2 molecules.
The NBO, CDA, and PDOS studies further confirmed the
mode of storage in the system to be physisorption.
These results recommend this model nanotube as promis-
ing candidate for storing hydrogen.
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